MASTER'S CUP - SPECIAL TEST
HORSE:________________________

Back in a straight line

(5)_____

Stand still

(5) _____

3) Open pass through and close
gate. Form and time to count.
Stand quietly parallel to gate, heels to
hinge while gate is unlatched.
(40)______
Turn on hindquarters while gate is
opened.
(25)______
Turn on hindquarters while gate is
closed
(25)______
Stand quietly parallel to gate, heels to
hinge while gate is latched.
(60)______

out of 25 points, TOTAL _______

out of 150 points SUB TOTAL______

RIDER:________________________
OWNER:________________________
1) Back off trail into brush.
Stand for 30 seconds.
Back without resistance(15)_____

2) To permit rider to dismount,
and lead over obstacle.
Lead over quietly, safely & promptly
without displacing obstacle.
(40)______
Stand quietly while rider mounts.
(10)______
out of 50 points, SUB TOTAL ______

Time_______seconds
- 15 seconds allowed time
_______time penalty
-______
TOTAL MINUS TIME PENALTY_____
4) Permit rider to lower rail, jump,
replace rail & proceed.
Stand quietly while rail is lowered.
(50)______
jump quietly & cleanly

(25)______

Time______seconds
- 20 seconds allowed time
______time penalty
-_______

Stand quietly while rail is replaced.
(50)______

TOTAL MINUS TIME PENALTY

time_______seconds
- 20 seconds allowed time
_______time penalty
-_______
TOTAL MINUS TIME PENALTY

_______

out of 125 points, SUB TOTAL______

_______
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5) Leave other horses promptly &
quietly at designated gates.
(5)_____
Stand in marked area 30 seconds
without moving feet.
(25)_____
Return to other horses quietly at
designated pace.
(20)______
out of 50 points,

TOTAL _______

6) Use of whip
Skill - 25 points,
Behavior of horse – 25 points
out of 50 points,

TOTAL _______

7) Master's choice
out of 100 points,

TOTAL _______

SUMMARY:
1) Backing

(25) _______

2) Lead over

(50) _______

3) Gate

(150)_______

4) Rail

(125)_______

5) Stand alone

(50) _______

6) Use of whip

(50) _______

7) Master's

(100)_______
TOTAL________

If ridden with a martingale
subtract 50 points.
-______
FINAL SCORE __________

